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About This Content

Buy a ticket and hop onboard the Duchess Gambit, as Tobar the Ferryman takes you to the strange seaside town of Point
Lookout. What secrets does the dilapidated boardwalk hold? Who lives in the sprawling mansion? Why is the Punga Fruit so

important? And what horrors lie in the depths of the murky swamp? Point Lookout is the most open-ended DLC yet, and
allows you to explore an entirely new and expansive gameplay area any way you’d like. A completely new quest line allows you

uncover the town’s hidden secrets, and wield powerful new weapons like the Double-Barrel Shotgun against the swamp’s
dangerous, and deformed, denizens. So venture to Point Lookout, if you dare. Just pray it’s not a one-way trip.
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Title: Fallout 3 - Point Lookout
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Operating system: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 2.4 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor
Memory: 1 GB (XP)/ 2 GB (Vista)
Hard disk space: 7 GB
Video: Direct X 9.0c compliant video card with 256MB RAM (NVIDIA 6800 or better/ATI X850 or better)
Sound: DirectX®: 9.0c
Controller support:  Xbox 360 controller
Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live

Supported Video Card Chipsets: 

NVIDIA GeForce 200 series, Geforce 9800 series, Geforce 9600 series, Geforce 8800 series, Geforce 8600 series, Geforce
8500 series, Geforce 8400 series, Geforce 7900 series, Geforce 7800 series, Geforce 7600 series, Geforce 7300 series, GeForce
6800 series
ATI HD 4800 series, HD 4600 series, HD 3800 series, HD 3600 series, HD 3400 series, HD 2900 series, HD 2600 series, HD
2400 series, X1900 series, X1800 series, X1600 series, X1300 series, X850 series

English,French,German,Italian
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This seems terrible. I don't know why it has positive reviews. You have to hold the triggers to keep the swords in your hands.
There were barely any sound effects whatsoever when fighting monsters. You can just waggle the swords around at enemies. I
couldn't even be bothered to get far enough into the game to fight a boss. I knew it was a refund and didn't want to waste more
time.. i like this game but now every time i go to load it the screen does black could i get help on how to fix this

. Played v1.02 on the Rift (no official support but mostly worked).

Summary:
- An OK starter VR experience marred by interaction issues and lack of cues
- A very short (< 1 hr) experience vaguely similar to M.I.A.

Observations:
- Now that games suddenly have freely interacting "bodies" instead of decade+ standard controller expectations, devs need to
really consider physicality as if they were making actual objects.
- I suggest every VR dev go read something like Don Norman's "The Design of Everyday Things"
- Spending longer reviewing the game than playing it...

Pros:
- Decent atmosphere
- Puzzles provide a "reason" for basic VR interactions like pickup\/pull, smash\/throw, inventory, and bow
- Animal companions having stronger emotional impact in VR than pancake games
-- BUT, add some interactions. A human instinctively reaches out to pet or scratch their animals.

Cons:
- I assume this was intentional but the 2 voice overs are so distorted I could barely make out 10% of what was said.
-- "you'll meet interesting individuals" implies way more than a couple of 2 sentence VOX
- "In this short adventure game" ... "explore a strange world"
-- Another over-promise. 3 small "rooms" is hardly exploring.
- movement is too limited
-- adding at least of fixed 90 degree rotate would really help. Was constantly craning around and jumping back and forth trying
to get the right distance and angle for iteration
- I (and from some videos, others), flailed around too much.

-- picking up and turning screwdriver and picking the lock
--- I somehow opened the chest w\/o undoing the chains but couldn't get the treats and had to look online as to how that was
supposed to work.
--- Lots of games let you smash or throw a couple items to no real point other than presence. There were a LOT of pots and this
felt like that. Had to go online to find that one pot mattered.
--- And again to figure out the turning the screwdriver trick. The picking vs just unlocking was too subtle and needing a cue
about the type of interaction.
-- With both audio and visual distraction, didn't see the blue house\/etc pieces for several minutes. This was a quite arbitrary
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interaction with no real mechanical\/physical framing for why this puzzle did anything.
-- dog doesn't follow which means a long wait when you realize you need him
-- VR adventure games provide far more points for attempted interaction than a traditional point and click, and "cost" the player
far more effort. Therefor the interactions need to be much smoother and more natural to compensate. In this type of game, I
want to think things through with my mind not play Twister.
- Some minor annoyances on (unsupported) Rift, see discussion entry.. One of the best games I've ever played for the price!
Would love to see more upgrades, but a very solid game!. This is not a game by any means. It's a very early pre-alpha demo
footage of something that gladly never got even finished and never will. Abandonware. Buy only for game collecting purposes..
Great competitive match 3 type game, plays in real time, it's great fun and very addicting.. Love it. Best title game for a game!.
It's a bit buggy, but nothing a quick restart doesn't fix. If you enjoy semi-aimless exploration it's worth buying at price. It's worth
your time.. I've tried to use fraps many times over the years, and always ran into issues. Low framerate, game crashes, etc.
PlayClaw works flawlessly right out of the box. No noticible performance issues when capturing, easy user interface, and great
options for encoding and game overlay. Must have for any game footage capture freak.. SImple graphic game of balance. It's
fun to put my mind onto the screen, into the game, and imagine I'm playing with blocks as a child. I just said 'simple' and 'fun',
but you should know that there are definitely challenges once you get past the learning phase.

One thing the game needs is the ability to replay levels. There are 50 levels and a level map, but you can't go back and select a
replay. The game can throw you a random level, but not one you select. I can live with it for now, as I'll probably just wait a year
or so to re-install and play through again ... but there was a level where I only passed because the pieces were falling and hadn't
hit the table yet. I don't think that's a real solve, and I'd like to go back and find the correct solution.
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I'm playing a game right now with my friends and they're all crying because I have P2W cards. I love having money and poor
friends. Thanks Nomad Games.. If you like off roading and rock crawling in 4lo and both axles locked this is a great game to
kill the off-road bug when you can't get out there for real! Adjust/change tire pressure, ride height, spring tension, tire
size/tread, 4hi, 4lo, lock diffs. Choose the correct line and approach to get over obstacles. If that don't work you got a winch
too!. Fun, little escape-room type game with a light horror theme.

First of all, let me say that this isn't a horror game per se. There are no jump scares here, you keep candles alight to stop Mary
from getting to you. Towards the end you solve a few relatively easy puzzles.

It is definitely fun to complete once or twice, and a good short experience for when you have people over. Did not notice any
bugs and the sound was okay, nothing spectacular but it got the job done.. This dlc simple adds a campaign that is only
composed by ground combat missions like in the main game the ground combat is awfull so I honestly recomend for people to
stay away from this.. DriftForce is incredibly simple yet surprisingly hard. It's just a lot of fun, almost meditative somehow, and
absolutely worth the 5 bucks!. I have been playing craps for +15 years and this game has some really solid look and feel. The
chip managment and mechanics need work BUT its the framework to what could be an amazing multiplayer casino game is they
embrace:

Multiplayer Support In Single Casino Setting
Multiple Table Games
Audio support by distance of players
Full body avatars of players
Allow players to be the dealer to earn their chips back.

I think all of us advid casino players should jump on board with this and support the developer to make it happen.. I found this
game ugly. The graphics has no artstyle, sprites too small. Controls are not good, and in my opinion platformer genre games is
obligated to have good controls and precise jumping mechanics.. HTC Vive controller does not align with ingame sticks.

Another user posted about this issue: 9 OCTOBER, 2017

October. It still hasn't been fixed. The game is made for the rift only. Don't kid yourselves this is not a game made for the vive.
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